LEAVING YOUR KEY FOB IN YOUR VEHICLE IS A GREAT IDEA....

FOR CAR THIEVES!!

DO NOT LEAVE YOUR KEY FOB INSIDE YOUR VEHICLE

Car thieves are aware of this act of “convenience” and will steal your vehicle. Even if you live in a gated community, thieves are now gaining access to private developments and are checking for unlocked vehicles....

If found unlocked, not only can your vehicle be stolen but Identity Theft and home burglaries can occur once the thief is inside your vehicle by obtaining your personal information....

BE AWARE that your vehicle may alert the thief it is unlocked by the position of its side mirrors or the courtesy chime if the key fob is present inside the vehicle....

For More Crime Prevention Tips go to the PBSO Crime Prevention Web Link: www.pbso.org/crimeprevention

SEE SOMETHING... SAY SOMETHING...SEE SOMETHING... SAY SOMETHING...